
Homework Two

A201/A597/I210
Spring Semester 2005

Due in writing at the end of lecture on Feb. 8

Abstract

Write programs that solve the problems below as indicated. Programs
should be submitted to OnCourse in the dropbox for Homework Two.
A report including a very detailed explanation for each program describ-
ing the design and implementation as well as the rationale behind your
solution and/or approach is to be turned in in writing at the time of
the lecture on Tuesday, February 8, 2005. You’re encouraged to work in
groups and discuss the problems but you need to write the programs and
prepare the write-up all by yourself. The Computer Science Department1

and the School of Informatics 2 clearly specify the rules of academic hon-
esty and academic integrity, so please read the documents and make sure
you understand them and comply with them.

Also posting solutions or major hints on the bulletin board is not
allowed.

1 The Summary

This homework is about using if statements to change the course of action
in a program. Don’t forget that an if statement is just another statement,
except it has a somewhat more sophisticated structure:

if (<condition>) {

<statement>

<statement>

...

} else {

<statement>

<statement>

...

}

The if statement is a compound statement. We encourage you to
keep using curly braces to clearly delineate the structure of the two blocks
(then and else), even though, as we will discuss later, you can sometimes

1http://www.cs.indiana.edu/Academics/integrity.html
2http://www.informatics.indiana.edu/courses/honesty.asp
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drop the curly braces. You can try to simplify your code only after you
thoroughly master the basics. So this is what we will be working on in
this assignment: the basics of using if statements in your programs.

2 The Problems

2.1 Calculating the GPA

Write a program that reads three scores in the range [0, 100] from the
user, then calculates and reports their average. If the average is above 90
the user is congratulated. Here’s an example of how your program might
work, once you finish it:

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%javac GPA.java

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%java GPA

Please enter the first number: 90

Please enter the second number: 84.5

Please enter the third number: 97.75

The average of 90.0, 84.5, 97.75 is: 90.75

Congratulations. Your average 90.75 is bigger than 90.

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%java GPA

Please enter the first number: 100

Please enter the second number: 90

Please enter the third number: 45.78

The average of 100.0, 90.0, 45.78 is: 78.59

Your average 78.59 is not above 90.

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%

If any of the three entered values is less than zero or greater than one
hundred the program should print an error message and stop processing.
If any of the three numbers can’t be parsed as a number the behavior of
the program is unspecified.

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%javac GPA.java

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%java GPA

Please enter the first number: -23

Sorry, -23.0 is not a valid test score.

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%java GPA

Please enter the first number: 100

Please enter the second number: 0

Please enter the third number: -34

Sorry, -34.0 is not a valid test score.

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%java GPA

Please enter the first number: 90

Please enter the second number: -10

Sorry, -10.0 is not a valid test score.

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%java GPA

Please enter the first number: abc

Exception in thread "main" java.lang.NumberFormatException:

[...]

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%java GPA
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Please enter the first number: 90

Please enter the second number: 92

Please enter the third number: 96.5

The average of 90.0, 92.0, 96.5 is: 92.83

Congratulations. Your average 92.83 is bigger than 90.

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%

2.2 Number Checker

Write a program that reads 6 numbers from the user and for each number
reports whether the number is divisible by 2, 3 and/or 5. If the numbers
entered by the user are not positive integers the behavior of the program
is unspecified. Here’s how your program might work when completed:

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%javac Divisible.java

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%java Divisible

Please enter the first number: 45

45 is not divisible by 2

45 is divisible by 3

45 is divisible by 5

Please enter the second number: 12

12 is divisible by 2

12 is divisible by 3

12 is not divisible by 5

Please enter the third number: 1

1 is not divisible by 2

1 is not divisible by 3

1 is not divisible by 5

Please enter the fourth number: 17

17 is not divisible by 2

17 is not divisible by 3

17 is not divisible by 5

Please enter the fifth number: 12345

12345 is not divisible by 2

12345 is divisible by 3

12345 is divisible by 5

Please enter the sixth number: 283421874791241

Exception in thread "main" java.lang.NumberFormatException:

For input string: "283421874791241"

[...]

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%

2.3 A Menu of Songs

Write a program that prints a menu of songs and reads an option (an
integer) from the user, then renders the song for that option. Here’s how
your program might work:

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%java Songs

Welcome to the Music Program.

Please choose from the menu below:
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[1] The Great Beyond

[2] Fretless

[3] Losing My Religion

[4] It’s a Free World, Baby

What do you want to listen to?

Please enter a number: 1

I’ve watched the stars fall silent from your eyes

All the sights that I have seen

I can’t believe that I believed I wished

That you could see

There’s a new planet in the solar system

There is nothing up my sleeve

I’m pushing an elephant up the stairs

I’m tossing up punchlines that were never there

Over my shoulder a piano falls

Crashing to the ground

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%java Songs

Welcome to the Music Program.

Please choose from the menu below:

[1] The Great Beyond

[2] Fretless

[3] Losing My Religion

[4] It’s a Free World, Baby

What do you want to listen to?

Please enter a number: 4

I was hungry when I said

I never got to sleep

You go ahead

You can get whatever you want

There’s a feeling in my belly

The new tomorrow scene

It’s an interesting job

It’s the fireworks

(chorus 1)

I don’t need it (I don’t need it)

I hit my head (he hit his head)

I can’t feel anything

You gave too much away

You came to say

It’s a free world baby

And you gave too much away.

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%java Songs

Welcome to the Music Program.

Please choose from the menu below:
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[1] The Great Beyond

[2] Fretless

[3] Losing My Religion

[4] It’s a Free World, Baby

What do you want to listen to?

Please enter a number: 7

I am sorry, I don’t think this is one of the options I list.

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%java Songs

Welcome to the Music Program.

Please choose from the menu below:

[1] The Great Beyond

[2] Fretless

[3] Losing My Religion

[4] It’s a Free World, Baby

What do you want to listen to?

Please enter a number: abc

Exception in thread "main" java.lang.NumberFormatException:

For input string: "abc"

[...]

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%java Songs

Welcome to the Music Program.

Please choose from the menu below:

[1] The Great Beyond

[2] Fretless

[3] Losing My Religion

[4] It’s a Free World, Baby

What do you want to listen to?

Please enter a number: Losing My Religion

Exception in thread "main" java.lang.NumberFormatException:

For input string: "Losing My Religion"

[...]

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%java Songs

Welcome to the Music Program.

Please choose from the menu below:

[1] The Great Beyond

[2] Fretless

[3] Losing My Religion

[4] It’s a Free World, Baby

What do you want to listen to?

Please enter a number: losing

Exception in thread "main" java.lang.NumberFormatException:

For input string: "losing"

[...]

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%java Songs

Welcome to the Music Program.

Please choose from the menu below:

[1] The Great Beyond

[2] Fretless
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[3] Losing My Religion

[4] It’s a Free World, Baby

What do you want to listen to?

Please enter a number: 3

Life is bigger

It’s bigger than you

And you are not me

The lengths that I will go to

The distance in your eyes

Oh no I’ve said too much

I set it up

That’s me in the corner

That’s me in the spotlight

Losing my religion

Trying to keep up with you

And I don’t know if I can do it

Oh no I’ve said too much

I haven’t said enough

I thought that I heard you laughing

I thought that I heard you sing

I think I thought I saw you try

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%java Songs

Welcome to the Music Program.

Please choose from the menu below:

[1] The Great Beyond

[2] Fretless

[3] Losing My Religion

[4] It’s a Free World, Baby

What do you want to listen to?

Please enter a number: 2

He’s got his work and she comes easy

They each come around when the other is gone

Me, I think I got stuck somewhere in between

I wouldn’t confide in the Prodigal Son

The die has been cast, the battle is won

The bullets were blanks, a double aught gun

I couldn’t admit to a minute of fun

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%

2.4 Addition Quiz

Write a program that asks ten random addition questions (as detailed
below), reads the user answers and checks them against the correct an-
swer, then reports the user’s score. The program should also report a
running score. For each of the addition questions the program randomly
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chooses integers between -50 and 50. To generate random numbers use
Math.random(), which produces random numbers in the interval [0, 1). If
x is such a random number then (b− a) ·x+ a is a random number in the
interval [a, b), with a < b. Can you see why? So it should be easy to get
the integers: once we obtain the random numbers we truncate or round.
Here’s how your program might work:

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%javac Quiz.java

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%java Quiz

What is -16 + -15: -31

Your answer was correct.

Your total so far is: 1 out of 1

What is 19 + 49: 68

Your answer was correct.

Your total so far is: 2 out of 2

What is 3 + 22: 5

Sorry, the right answer was: 25

Your total so far is: 2 out of 3

What is -16 + 35: 18

Sorry, the right answer was: 19

Your total so far is: 2 out of 4

What is 46 + 21: 67

Your answer was correct.

Your total so far is: 3 out of 5

What is -13 + -46: -59

Your answer was correct.

Your total so far is: 4 out of 6

End of quiz. Your final score was 4 out of 6.

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%

2.5 Paper, Rock, Scissors

Write a program that plays paper, rock, scissors with the user six times.
The program should be in debug mode and report a running score. Here’s
how the game works: paper beats rock, rock beats scissors, and scissors
beats paper. Everything else is a draw. By debug mode we mean that the
program reports its choice before the user gets to choose. So of course that
the user can cheat, but that is not relevant here. We’re more interested
in predictability. Here’s the program in action:

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%javac PRS.java

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%java PRS

The computer has chosen: paper

What do you choose (paper, rock or scissors): paper

It’s a tie.

The score is currently: Computer (0) - User (0)

The computer has chosen: scissors

What do you choose (paper, rock or scissors): rock

You win.

The score is currently: Computer (0) - User (1)

The computer has chosen: rock
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What do you choose (paper, rock or scissors): nothing

I am afraid I don’t understand your input.

The score is currently: Computer (0) - User (1)

The computer has chosen: paper

What do you choose (paper, rock or scissors): scissors

You win.

The score is currently: Computer (0) - User (2)

The computer has chosen: rock

What do you choose (paper, rock or scissors): paper

You win.

The score is currently: Computer (0) - User (3)

The computer has chosen: paper

What do you choose (paper, rock or scissors): rock

You lose.

The score is currently: Computer (1) - User (3)

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%

2.6 Processing a String

Write a program that calculates the sum of the digits in a number of up to
10 digits. If the number has more than 10 digits the program should not
accept it. As in the first assignment you may have to pad the string (with
leading zeroes, blanks won’t work) if it is shorter than 10 characters. If
x is a character between ’0’ and ’9’ then its code is between 48 and 57.
Then x− ′0′ will be an expression with which you can calculate the value
of each character x in the string (as a digit). In other words ’5’ is 53 (as
an int) and ’5’ - ’0’ produces a value of 53−48 = 5 (which is what the
character ’5’ actually stands for, in the string). If the string entered by
the user is not a valid integer the behavior of your program is unspecified.

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%javac Calculate.java

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%java Calculate

Please enter a string of up to 10 digits: 123

The sum of the digits is: 6

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%java Calculate

Please enter a string of up to 10 digits: 123456789

The sum of the digits is: 45

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%java Calculate

Please enter a string of up to 10 digits: 1002

The sum of the digits is: 3

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%java Calculate

Please enter a string of up to 10 digits: 123456789123

Sorry, the string is too long.

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%java Calculate

Please enter a string of up to 10 digits: 28364

The sum of the digits is: 23

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%java Calculate

Please enter a string of up to 10 digits: abc

The sum of the digits is: 150

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%
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2.7 Clock

Write a program that simulates the running of a clock: you first set the
clock (hour, minute) and then the clock runs for 10 minutes. Assume
that the clock displays time in a military time format with the hours and
minutes separated by a colon). If the time entered by the user is not a
valid time the program should refuse to work.

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%javac Clock.java

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%java Clock

Please enter the time: 23:56

23:56

23:57

23:58

23:59

00:00

00:01

00:02

00:03

00:04

00:05

00:06

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%java Clock

Please enter the time: 09:00

09:00

09:01

09:02

09:03

09:04

09:05

09:06

09:07

09:08

09:09

09:10

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%java Clock

Please enter the time: 51:99

Sorry, that’s not a valid time.

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%

2.8 Fat Gram Calculator

Write a program that asks for the number of calories and fat grams in a
food. The program should display the percentage of calories that come
from fat. If the calories from fat are less than 30% of the total calories
of the food, it should also display a message indicating the food is low
in fat. One gram of fat has 9 calories. Input validation: make sure the
number of calories and fat grams are not less than 0. Also, the number of
calories from fat cannot be greater than the total number of calories. If
that happens display an error message indicating that either the calories
or fat grams were incorrectly entered.
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frilled.cs.indiana.edu%javac Fats.java

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%java Fats

Please enter total number of calories: 200

Please enter the total grams of fat: 14

Food not low in fat.

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%java Fats

Please enter total number of calories: 200

Please enter the total grams of fat: 30

Sorry, your data is not consistent.

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%java Fats

Please enter total number of calories: 100

Please enter the total grams of fat: 0

Food low in fat.

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%java Fats

Please enter total number of calories: 100

Please enter the total grams of fat: -2

Sorry, your data is not consistent.

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%java Fats

Please enter total number of calories: -2

Please enter the total grams of fat: 3

Sorry, your data is not consistent.

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%

You may decide to work out a better, tighter error reporting scheme
than the one presented above.

2.9 Calculating Taxes

The yearly income for a fictitious profession is anywhere between $4,000
and $10,000. Write a program that calculates the taxes. If the income is
between $4,000 and $6,000 the taxes are 10%, if the income is between
$6,000 and $8,000 the taxes are 20% otherwise they’re 30%. Your program
asks for the income and reports the taxes due.

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%javac Taxes.java

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%java Taxes

Please enter the income: -4000

Sorry the income doesn’t sound right.

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%java Taxes

Please enter the income: 2000

Sorry the income doesn’t sound right.

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%java Taxes

Please enter the income: 4200

For an income of 4200.0 the taxes are 10%, that is: 420.0

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%java Taxes

Please enter the income: 6812.67

For an income of 6812.67 the taxes are 20%, that is: 1362.53

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%java Taxes

Please enter the income: 9000

For an income of 9000.0 the taxes are 30%, that is: 2700.0

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%java Taxes
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Please enter the income: 9823.84

For an income of 9823.84 the taxes are 30%, that is: 2947.15

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%java Taxes

Please enter the income: 12000

Sorry the income doesn’t sound right.

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%

2.10 Grade Converter

Write a program that translates a number between 0 and 4 into the closest
letter grade. For example, the number 2.8 (which might have been the
average of several grades) would be converted to B-. Break ties in favor
of the better grade; for example 1.85 should be a C.

Here’s a possible way in which your program might work:

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%javac Grades.java

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%java Grades

Enter numeric score then press Enter : 3.85

A

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%java Grades

Enter numeric score then press Enter : 3.84

A-

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%java Grades

Enter numeric score then press Enter : 3.86

A

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%java Grades

Enter numeric score then press Enter : 1.75

C-

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%java Grades

Enter numeric score then press Enter : 8.50

A+

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%java Grades

Enter numeric score then press Enter : -2.0

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%java Grades

Enter numeric score then press Enter : 0.001

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%java Grades

Enter numeric score then press Enter : 0.35

D-

frilled.cs.indiana.edu%

If the number entered by the user is out of bounds the behavior is
unspecified (as is if the user enters an invalid number.)
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